Mercedes alternator fuse
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Thread starter spookymooo Start date Oct 31, There was a amp fuse built into the cable from
starter motor to alternator which had blown and I managed to get around the problem by bolting
a Renault amp fuse on the fuse carrier and everything worked perfectly again and I did a mile
round trip to Brighton. Two weeks later, today, the fuse has blown again and the battery isn't
charging again. Does any one have any idea what might be happening? Cheers Rob. Sorry to
hear this, normally it would have to be a short to ground to blow that fuse. Frontstep Senior
Member. Chafed cable? Dodgy starter? Thanks fellas, The high current cable on my merc goes
from battery to starter motor and then on to alternator. The blown amp fuse is in the section
from starter motor to alternator. Sorry if stating the obvious What sort of starter motor fault
would cause a amp fuse to blow where it is located? I will try and find the exact circuit for this
then it will be easier. Thanks, I will be getting under the car tomorrow to remove the high current
cables to check for chaffing which I "hope" to find. I cannot find any diagram for this wiring, but
if the inline fuse is between the alternator and starter, then this is for the starter, and not for the
alternator. So it could have been the starter all along. The starter does what it's there for so
what could be wrong with it? Starters do pull many amps, sometime near to the fuse value. But
if that fuse has gone it should still be charging. WG M-B said:. How can it charge with no
continuity between the alternator and starter? This is the power cable back to the battery. Last
edited: Nov 6, I'm a bit confused still. The fuse that blows is a amp fuse between the alternator
and starter. Surely any pull that the starter motor makes would draw on its cable to the battery
and its earth connection The starter motor is still fully functional and starts the engine easily.
Last edited by a moderator: Nov 8, If the fuse sits between the alternator and the starter, only
the starter can blow that fuse. Brand new alternator a few weeks ago. Would an overcharging
alternator blow a amp fuse? Still can't understand how a starter motor could blow the fuse
positioned where it is. OK I have found the diagram. I assumed that the battery lead went from
the alternator to the starter with the fuse in the middle, but not so it is as below. Though the
feed from the alternator does go to the starter,but the starter lead goes to the battery, so the
starter is ok, and the only fault can be in the alternator. If this fuse is blowing I doubt that it can
be any overcharging fault as the car with everything on can only use 60amp, plus the max
output from that alternator is 70 moor 90 amps depending on the cars spec. So the fault is more
like a short inside this alternator or a touching wire. Sorry, but unable to see the diagram you
refer to. Having removed the alternator to starter motor cable, I can confirm that the fuse is built
into this cable at the starter motor end. It is also contained in a metal tube which is bolted to the
car. I will try to extricate it from the tube and hope to find damage to the cable which might have
caused a short and blown the fuse. I can send you the diagram, there must be 2 wires on the
starter, one to battery and the other to the alternator. You must log in or register to reply here.
You lost your key? Or maybe you need a spare! Your vehicle imobilliser does not respond
anymore? Save Time and Increase Profits With us! This site uses cookies to help personalise
content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use
this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. A blown
alternator fuse may be an overlooked cause of a no-charge condition on a Mercedes Sprinter.
Watch out, because the failed fuse could also complicate a charging system repair on one of
these vans. Besides rebuilding a wide variety of electrical components, his crew often performs
on-car diagnoses. Technicians may assume that all Sprinters are diesel-powered. But a diesel
engine was optional on only some vans. Auto-electric specialists have told me that this Valeo is
relatively robust and durable; for example, the drive pulley clutch on a high-mileage Valeo
alternator may wear out long before its electrical parts fail. The charging systems on common,
service-age Sprinters share some interesting traits. But vehicle designers often route this
output circuit to an electrically equivalent point somewhere else in the electrical system. For
another thing, Sprinter electrical schematics usually label the alternator as a generator ; an
alternator fuse is a generator fuse. Next, a Sprinter alternator output cable runs down along a
crossmember under the engine and over to the starter solenoid. But the task may require more
time and money than either you or your customer expected. Auto-electric specialists stressed
that reversed booster cables are the most likely reason the fuse would pop. There are at least
two similar fuses in the aftermarket. Both of these are designed to be bolted into a fuse holder
instead of crimped onto a cable. Third, the only way to source this actual A fuse is to buy an
OEM cable assembly. This assembly contains the alternator output cable and fuse as well as the

battery-to-starter cable. Hagemeister said he repaired that Freightliner van by carefully splicing
a fuse holder in place of the original fuse. For one thing, you have to crimp the appropriate
eyelet terminals onto the ends of the alternator output cable. Then you must bolt them and the
replacement fuse securely into the fuse holder. Finally, you must carefully seal up the fuse
holder to protect it from the elements. Your regular parts suppliers may have items such as an
OEM-equivalent cable assembly, lengths of replacement cable, cable terminals, fuses and fuse
holders. For example, Del City offers fuse holder No. Spectro Cable offers fuse holder No. The
final key factor when dealing with a blown alternator fuse is to remember this simple strategy
when confronted with a Sprinter no-charge condition: Recharge the batteries and check all the
basics, including the alternator clutch pulley. Restart the engine and turn on as many
accessories as practically possible. Measure the voltage drop from the alternator output
terminal over to the positive battery terminal. If it measures battery voltage, it means the output
circuit opened up somewhere between the alternator and the battery. Now check your
schematic for the presence of an alternator fuse. A blown fuse would be the prime suspect in
this open-circuit situation. As always, update your customer regularly on the progress of this
kind of repair. You would hate to see that happen again, right? Okay, everyone be careful out
there and stay healthy. October Issue. Back to Summary. No results found. Send to Email
Address. Your Name. Your Email Address. It includes diagnosis and replacement of the starter
battery fuse. This beautiful hardtop convertible was brought to us by a client from Richmond
BC. The beautiful Mercedes-Benz SL hardtop convertible. Mercedes-Benz vehicles, like many
German cars are extremely complex, and the SL takes this to a whole new level. The car is
loaded with amazing features like active body control, electronic stability programing and a
hardtop convertible. This SL also features a keyless go card with push button start and a
navigation system. These features are common in many cars built in the last 5 years, however in
they were cutting-edge. Along with all this technology and luxury comes expensive repairs. Our
featured vehicle was suffering from the starter battery going dead and a red warning lamp
illuminating the dash. Diagnostic tests found the cause to be a blown starter battery fuse. What
had likely happened was that the car needed a jump start and the battery cables were hooked
up backwards: a bad scenario on any vehicle. This Mercedes was fortunately fuse protected.
Once we had determined that the cause was the starter battery fuse we had to locate and
replace it. Our state of the art repair information was equally unhelpful in finding the location
until, through intensive searching on the internet, we found the name of the fuse. When we went
to order the part from the Mercedes dealer we had to similarly educate them on the parts
location and what it was. The arrow points to the starter battery fuse which sits below the amp
main power fuse. Once it was replaced the warning lamp went out and the starter battery
received a full charge from the alternator. This car uses 2 batteries: one to start the engine and
the other battery to power everything else. In order to provide an estimate , a diagnosis is the
next step! Let's Discuss Your Vehicle Book an Appointment Here. Ad vertisements. In this
article, we consider the third-generation Mercedes-Benz E-Class W , produced from to Here you
will find fuse box diagrams of Mercedes-Benz E, E, E, E, E, E, E, E, E, E, E, E, E, E55, E63 , , , , ,
and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the
assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. It is located on the left side of the luggage
compartment, behind the cover. The fuse box is located in the engine compartment left-side ,
under the cover. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses
blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Instrument Panel Fuse Box. Luggage
Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Front Pre-Fuse Box. Rear Pre-fuse
Box. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best
experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy
with it. Ok Privacy policy. In addition fused via polyswitch fuse for stationary heater: Stationary
heater radio remote control receiver. Upper control panel control unit Cutoff relay for
interruptible loads Front passenger partially-electric seat adjustment switch Driver-side front
seat adjustment control unit, with memory. Driver partially-electric seat adjustment switch
Passenger-side front seat adjustment control unit with memory. Fuel pump relay except engine
Restraint systems control unit Left front reversible emergency tensioning retractor as of Right
front reversible emergency tensioning retractor as of Exterior lamp switch Instrument cluster
Glove compartment illumination with switch AAC with integrated control additional fan motor as
of Bi-xenon headlamp unit:Headlamp range adjustment control unit. Telephone handset up to
Bluetooth module connector up to Portable CTEL separation point Emergency call system
control unit as of Air pump relay except engine Valid for engine , , , , , , , , , , AAC with integrated
control additional fan motor. Right front reversible emergency tensioning retractor Engine
Blower motor Heating systems recirculation unit Solar generator control unit. Valid for engine
Fuse for left fuel pump control unit Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter , , , , , , , , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels
inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Pre-fuse box
in the battery compartment in the footwell on the left-hand side of the vehicle F How to check
the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses.
Table of Contents. Instrument Panel Fuse Box Main fuse box. Pre-fuse box. Relays in the seat
base of the left front seat. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that
we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume
that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Terminal 87 1 Terminal 87 3 , vehicles with a
gasoline engine Terminal 87 3 , vehicles with a diesel engine. Convenience lighting Motion
detector Reading and cargo compartment lamp courier vehicles Cargo compartment lighting.
Rear compartment air conditioning, compressor clutch, disengagea-ble reverse warning device.
Rear compartment heating blower Sliding door closing assistance, left Electric sliding door, left.
Electric sliding door, right Sliding door closing assistance, right ENR level control control unit
Compressor air suspension. Selective Catalytic Reduction heater 2 hose, vehicles with exhaust
gas aftertreatment, 6 cyl. Selective Catalytic Reduction heater 1 delivery pump, vehicles with
exhaust gas aftertreatment, 6 cyl. Multifunction camera with Highbeam Assist With a warning
when leaving a lane. Body electrics courier vehicles Rear-compartment air-conditioning system
Roof ventilator Siren. SAM signal acquisition and actuation module auxiliary battery reference
voltage Vehicles with auxiliary battery. Connection point on the base of the seat Pre-fuse box in
the base of the seat Vehicles with code XM0. Additional battery input Connection for socket
fuse on vehicles with additional battery. Air-conditioning system coolingfan - cab without
partition and without rear-compartment air-conditioning system Air-conditioning system
cooling fan - cab with partition and reinforced without rear-compartment air-conditioning
system Air-conditioning system cooling fan - cab open vehicle model designation Electrical
suction fan. Retarder not in combination with battery cutoff relay Battery cutoff relay. Starter
relay, additional battery Starter relay, left-hand drive Vehicles with code XM0. Electrical step
relay 1, left Snow plow relay, low-beam headlamps, right. Electrical step relay 2, left Snow plow
relay, high-beam headlamps, left. Load relief relay, terminal 15 2 Snow plow relay, high-beam
headlamps, right. Reverse warning device off relay Anti-theft protection with vehicle tracking
relay. The fuses in your vehicle serve to close down faulty circuits. If a fuse blows, all the
components on the circuit and their functions stop operating. If a fuse has blown, the inside
element will be melted. Blown fuses must be replaced with fuses of the same rating, which you
can recognize by the color and value. If a newly inserted fuse also blows, have the cause traced
and rectified at a qualified specialist workshop, e. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Notice Before changing a fuse, secure the vehicle against rolling
away and switch off all electrical consumers. Always disconnect the battery before servicing
high current fuses. Always replace faulty fuses with the specified new fuses having the correct
amperage. If you manipulate or bridge a faulty fuse or if you replace it with a fuse with a higher
amperage, the electric cables could be overloaded. This could result in a fire. There is a risk of
an accident and injury. Only use f
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uses that have been approved for Mercedes-Benz vehicles and which have the correct fuse
rating for the system concerned. Otherwise, components or systems could be damaged. Main
Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this,
but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Valid for transmission Valid up to Valid as of

